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At the First Constituent Congress of the Ukrainian Ecology

Association "Zelenyj svit" ("fireen world"), all delegates and

guests were met at the entrance and pointedly looked over by

a health physicist fully equipped for field work. In the lounge

adjacent to the Session Kail there were exhibited the paintings

depicting the devastated Earth after a nuclear catastrophe. For

two days of discussions at the Congress not a single report

isissed the refrain "Down with NPP in the Ukraine!" And when the

Uice-President of the Ukrainian Academy of Sciences Ü. Kukhar'

prcnniinncM in his report the words which night be treated

as a ásíe/ica if uuciear plants, the deliberate clapping of the

audience made him leave the rostrum.

This is the way how in 1989 under antinuclear banners the

organization of "greens" started its life. Yet, in spite of this

sharp criticism of nuclear power, our small Nuclear Public

Relations Agency has managed to enter into good relations with

•any of the leaders of the movement in Kiev and Kharkov. We were

granted a chance to be present at congresses, conferences,

workshops of the "greens" and we watched closely the evolution

of the movement, making sociological analyses at their
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congresses through having talks elucidating the viewpoints of

the "greens" on the problems of interest for us. He did not

argue with them if ue saw that the views of opponents with

regard to nuclear power were unyielding, and it was still

impossible to make them change their opinions. He simply tried

to help the "greens" to see things clearly, since we realized

that nuclear power engineering needed a competent opposition.

He offered a thorough information on nuclear energy and

radiation ecology, helped to arrange various health

measurements, as this was, in our opinion, the possibility of

reducing the level of radiophobia among the population. He even

financed the purchase of radiation monitors by a group of

"Zelenyj svit" in Kiev. This group was carrying out measurements

for the people living in the area contaminated due to the

Chernobyl accident.

Re understand the contacts with the "greens" as a necessary

part of the activities to mould the objective public opinion

with regard to nuclear power. It should be noted that according

to the results of our sociological studies carried out in 1990-

1901 in the towns of Energodar and Yuzhnoukrainsk (these being

the towns-satellites of the Zaporozhskaya and Yuzhnoukrainskaya

NPP). from 42 to 51 '/, of the people who participated in the poll

relied their hopes for improvement in the ecology of their towns

on the "greens", 17 to 20 7. rely on the NPP administration, and

16-17 7. - on the local authorities.

Since a great many of the Ukrainian citizens shared the

attitude of the "greens" to the Chernobyl accident, we faced the

problem to stand our ground at least on our "territory", i,e.

the towns-NPP satellites. It is this factor that specified the

urgent tasks for our activities at the regional level, carried
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out in cooperation with public relations services at the NPP.

He arranged giving lectures in these towns, sent the public

relations services all kind of information which sight be of use

for efficient work, and performed sociological studies, which

included: i) clearing up the attitude of the public to different

aspects of nuclear energy industry, the level of public

knowledge concerning the problem involved, ii) finding the

channels and most preferable forms of disseminating information

on nuclear power, and iii) developing recommendations for NPP

administration and public relations services.

It is curious to mention here the estimate of our

activities made by one of most irreconcilable "greens" V. Sandul

from Nikopol (city situated not far from the Zaporozhskya NPP).

He considers us, sociologists, to be his most awkward opponents,

even more difficult than nuclear scientists. Sandul explains

this by the fact that the NPP administration gets from

sociologists a thorough information on the status of public

opinion, and advice in the line of the public relations. So it

has become much more difficult for him to argue with the

representatives of nuclear stations.

Naturally, we understood that the efforts of rather small

public relations services of the NPP and of our Center «ere not

sufficient to change radically the Ukrainian public's perception

of nuclear power. But in view of the general situation in the

ex-USSR, it was clear that with time the struggle for the

sovereignty of the Ukraine along with other political and

economical processes occurring in the country would lake a

society change its attitude to nuclear power.

I hope that cur activities were a small contribution to the

process.
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He started our work three years ago. Then, at the time of

a strong political unrest on the eve of disintegration of the

USSR, the criticism of nuclear power was the protest of ordinary

people against the monopoly of the USSR Nuclear Department to

take decisions on its own. This was the display of the wish of

the people to take everything that concerned their lives in

their own, even though inexperienced, hands. But at the same

time, the criticism of nuclear power appeared a rather good way

to gain a favourable political image. Thus, politicians turned

to become "greens". This phenomenon is well exemplified by our

content analyses of publications of the Ukrainian press (22

periodicals) in 1990, which concerned ecology problems

associated with nuclear technologies. The publications under

study were classed into three groups: neutral-informative,

negative and positive. The group indication was the emotional

reaction of readers whose profession had nothing to do with

nuclear power. The distribution obtained and its time evolution

are shown in fig. i. Note that the greatest number of

publications in January - March, 1990, on radiation-ecological

problesBS (generally with negative estiaate of nuclear power)

coincides in time with the company of election to the different-

rank Soviets of People's Deputies of the Ukraine. At that time

many nominees put forward ecological slogans, and the criticism

of nuclear power was their best card. It is significant that

after the election company was over the activity of ecological

and anti-nuclear statements in the press noticeably dropped.

The views of the most active part of the Ukrainian

"greens" were investigated through sociological polls among

the delegates of the Ukrainian Ecology Association Congress.The

general results of analysing the questionnaires give us grounds
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for stating that the Ukrainian "greens" do not put as their aim

to Bake responsible economic decisions which would be optimal

froB ecological, economical and social points of view. The

liberty froB responsibility essentially extends their store of

methods of the ecological struggle and of getting through to the

public« The supporters of drastic measures take the leading role

in the ecological movement of the Ukraine. Nearly 35.5 X of the

respondents at the 2nd Congress of "Zelenyj svit" (March,1391)

caller) pickets, meetings, strikes and leaflets as sore

prfifora.blc methods of ecological activities man ÍJL^.OSHM-ÍO m

a.-;?*; mi=i;».•-! o r lf?.;r.ur:ng li'ig. J ;.

The choice of drastic methods by the leaders of the

"greens" movement may , however, reduce their popularity as the

encountered population is directly encountered with the radical

activities of the "greens". Thus, in the town of Neteshin,

where the staff of the Khmelnitskaya NPP lives, only 21.6 7. of

respondents pointed out in 1991 that the actions of the "greens"

promoted the improvements of the environment in the town. As

mentioned above, in other towns - NPP satellites this figure

was appreciably higher. The thing here lies in the fact that in

1990 • 1991 Neteshin became the hot spot of the activities of

the "greens", which were aimed at stopping further construction

of the NPP and its decommissioning.The favourite method of the

"greens" was the picketing of approaches to the NPP, leads to

the psychological this instability of the NPP staff, and theig

results in reducing the safety of operation, fi rather great

number of respondents (25.2 7.) doubt the effectiveness of

picketing. Nearly the same number of Neteshin citizens consider

picketing to be the only means to call attention of the

Government to the ecological problems of nuclear power.
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It is not inconceivable that the similar situation may be

in other places where the "greens" are acting so drastically»

Perhaps, this is one of the reasons (alongside with the active

work of public relations services of NPP) why the rating of the

"greens" in Energodar has dropped from 42 7. down to 25 %

in 1991.

Recent changes in the political and economical life of the

Ukraine have influenced the attitude of the "greens" to nuclear

power engineering. For example, in spring of 1991 only 6 'A of

the respondents among the delegates of the Ukrainian Congress

of the "greens" stated that they had no doubts in the NPP

safety, fi year later, already 10.5 % of the respondents spoke

in favour of NPP. In their opinion, the public attitude to the

NPP is negative because the people are poorly informed about

the positive aspects of nuclear power engineering, fit the same

time, nearly each second respondent (45.6 %) considers

decommissioning of NPP possible only after the Ukraine

overcomes the energy crisis (Fig. 3 ).

In conclusion, it may be noted that at the end of the last

year there was a conference in Kiev "The power industry of

independent Ukraine and ecology", held by the Union of power

engineers and "Zelenyj svit". It is rather significant that at

this conference, for the first time in the history of the

ecological movement in the Ukraine, the "greens" have admitted

the possibility of having a creative dialogue with power

engineers on nuclear power problems. Re consider it to be a

serious progress in the perception of our opponents.
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Fig.i. Dynamics of the number of publications on ecology
problems associated with nuclear technologies in
the Ukrainian press in 1990,
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1. 35.5%

2. 29.6%

4. 16.5%

3. 18.4%

Fig,2. Preferable ways and methods of the ecological campaign

(opinions of delegates of the Second Ukrainian Congress

of "Zelenyj svit" Association, 1991).

1) Strikes,pickets,meetings»leaflets*

2) Statements in mass media,

3) Delivering lectures,

4) Support of production processes as alternatives

to those which cause distrust of the public.
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4. 19,3%

3. 10.5%

2. 45.6%

1. 24.6%

Fig.3. Opinions of the participants of the III Congress of tho
Ukrainian Ecological Association "Zeleny Svit" (1992) about the
Ukrainian NPP,

1. fill HPP must be liquidated immediately.

2. fill HPP tust be liquidated as soon as the country escapes
from the crisis;

3. The position is negative because the people are poorly

informed about positive properties of nuclear power;

4. Other replies (increase of safety gradual liquidation of NPP
with replacement by safe power sources; alternative power,
etc.)


